ABSTRACT Driven by the increasing demand of intensive computing services and the resource limitation of mobile devices at the edge of mobile networks, mobile edge computing (MEC) is concerned with being an emerging paradigm towards the 5G communications. A main issue of MEC is the coordination of communication, computation, and storage. In this paper, we propose a novel MEC framework with a user virtualization scheme in the software-defined network virtualization cellular network, in which radio resources are virtualized along with computation and storage resources to cooperatively finish MEC services. Besides, we introduce the user virtualization assisted by the full-duplex communication which can extend the radio resource of wireless networks and provide the potential to increase system performance. Moreover, enabled by user virtualization, users can offload the edge computation tasks directly to the MEC server implemented at infrastructure providers or via the virtualized mobile device attributed to different mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs). Under this MEC framework, we formulate the virtual resource allocation as a joint optimization problem. A distributed resource allocation algorithm based on an alternating direction method of multipliers is proposed which can reduce computational complexity and signaling overhead. We evaluate the proposed algorithm through extensive simulations, and the results show that the total utility of MVNOs can be improved significantly which benefited from user virtualization.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand of computation intensive and latency critical mobile services, such as video format transformation, voice recognition, virtual reality and augmented reality, has attracted great attentions [1] . These services promote the requirement for communication and computation capabilities [2] , [3] . Although the performance of mobile devices are benefited from the evolution of the CPU and flash memory technologies, their computation capabilities are still limited for future computation tasks. Furthermore, the battery of mobile devices is a main constraint, which indicates plethoric energy consumption from local intensive computing is unacceptable for user experience.
Motivated by mobile cloud computing, mobile edge computing (MEC) is an emerging technology to address the intensive computation issues [4] - [6] . By pushing mobile computing, network control and storage to the network edges, MEC enable large-scale computation and storage resources at network infrastructures. With MEC, the computationintensive and latency-critical applications can be achieved at the resource-limited mobile devices [7] . Without relying on the remote cloud server, the demands of rapid response from edge users can be accomplished as long as the computation and storage collaborate with communication.
The heterogeneity of computing, storage and communication resources, and the diversity requirement of network services bring new challenges. Current cellular networks are becoming incapable to meet the growing demand [8] . However, software defined network (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) possess potential to address these challenges in future 5G networks [9] , [10] . The combination of SDN and NFV has attracted attention from both academia and industry, which is named as software-defined network virtualization (SDNV) [11] . Although large amounts of work has been done in this area, current investigations customarily following former researches by concentrating on the wireless virtualization of the infrastructures, generally ignore the potential capabilities from mobile devices.
To exploit the potential capability of mobile devices, we introduce the full-duplex (FD) communication into the SDNV. The FD communication supports both transmission and receiving in the same band simultaneously [12] . Nodes implemented with full-duplex support amplify and forward (FD-AF) transmission, achieve lower delay and higher spectrum efficiency [13] , [14] . Offloading the computation task through FD-AF relay increases the communication capability without extra memory occupation and delay augment. The combination of FD communication and SDNV framework may trigger innovative network design that fully exploit the advantages of both two techniques. Besides, extra loopinterference generates from simultaneous transmission and receiving [15] . Furthermore, the extended virtual resources and user mobility make it is difficult to accomplish the resource management for computation offloading.
To the best knowledge of us, so far no investigation has concerned the virtualization of mobile devices in SDNV network with MEC. In this paper, we investigate the MEC offloading with FD-assisted user virtualization in the SDNV cellular network. Contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We propose a novel MEC framework with user virtualization scheme in SDNV cellular network, where radio resources are virtualized along with computation and storage resources to cooperatively accomplish MEC tasks. Moreover, enabled by user virtualization, user can offload the edge computation tasks directly to the MEC server implemented via base stations (BSs) or via the virtualized mobile device attributed to different mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs).
2) In order to expand the virtual resources for MEC in the SDNV network, we introduce the FD-assisted user virtualization which enables amplify and forward (AF) transmission for computation task offloading. The mobile devices are virtualized along with infrastructures and controlled by the SDN controller. The user virtualization scheme provides the potential to increase the communication capability for offloading without extra memory occupation and additional delay augment.
3) We formulate the virtual resource allocation strategy as a joint optimization problem. Due to the multi-dimensional heterogeneous resources and the imperfect global channel status indicator (CSI), the control and management of the SDNV cellular network with user virtualization is intractable. A distributed resource allocation algorithm based on alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is proposed which can reduce the computational complexity and signaling overhead.
4) We evaluate the proposed algorithm through extensive simulations with different system parameters. Simulation results show that the total utility of MVNOs can significantly benefit from the user virtualization. Moreover, the proposed distributed algorithm exhibits almost same performance compared to the centralized algorithm while keeping a distributed manner.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work on MEC and SDNV. We introduce the system model in Section III. In Section IV and V, we formulate the joint resource allocation problem and solve it by proposing a distributed algorithm for reducing the complexity and signaling overhead. Section VI provides simulation based performance evaluation. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we generally summarize the related work on software-defined network virtualization and mobile edge computing.
A. SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION
With the insulation of data and control and the abstraction of PHY resources and internet services, SDN and NFV provide more flexible access management and service scheduling. One of the key issues in SDN is separating network control and data forwarding functionalities, which lead to centralized and programmable network control [16] . Benefits introduced by SDN include enhanced network control, flexible and efficient network management, and improved network service performance [17] - [19] . Key issue of NFV is providing specific mechanisms to decouple service functions from infrastructure, leveraging virtualization technologies to transfer network function from hardware appliances to software applications. Advantages promised by NFV include simplified service development, more flexible service delivery, and reduced network capital and operation costs [20] - [23] . Both SDN and NFV share common goals and similar technical ideas, and are complementary to each other. The combination of SDN and NFV in future network has drawn attention from both academia and industry [24] - [27] . A framework named software-defined network virtualization (SDNV) combines the SDN principle of separating data and control planes with the NFV principle of decoupling service functions from infrastructures, which gives a clear holistic vision of SDN and NFV integration in 5G network [11] . Merging SDN and NFV allows innovative network designs to fully exploit the advantages of both paradigms. A number of research efforts have been devoted to this area, current investigations customarily following former researches by concentrating on the wireless virtualization of the infrastructures, generally ignore the potential capabilities from mobile devices. Consider the gigantic quantities of mobile devices in future 5G network which may consist a large amount of network resources, how to effectively organize these resources is still a problem has not been exploit yet.
B. MOBILE EDGE COMPUTING
The high-rate and highly-reliable air interface allows to run computing services of mobile devices at the remote cloud data center, resulting in the research area named Mobile VOLUME 6, 2018 Cloud Computing (MCC) [2] . However, MCC architecture is inefficient to accomplish the computation-intensive and latency-critical applications. MEC promises dramatic reduction in latency and mobile energy consumption, tackling key challenges for materializing 5G vision [28] . A principal emphasis on MEC investigation is to seamlessly merge the two disciplines of wireless communications and mobile computing, producing a wide-range of new designs ranging from computation offloading techniques to network architectures [30] . Generally, if a mobile device demands high computation rate, or when executing a given task on the mobile device consumes higher energy than executing on an MEC server, computation offloading is performed. Meanwhile, MEC is expected to enable the network to support extensive innovative services and applications. In the case of LTE, the MEC server can be integrated into the eNodeB directly [30] . Recent years, a lot of research efforts have been devoted to MEC to enable real-time application and reducing the energy consumption [31] - [35] . It should be noted that as the MEC is a immature technology, there are still many issues need to be addressed, such as the coordination of communication, computation, and storage resources, computation resource allocation and offloading decision.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present the system model for SDNV with user virtualization, full-duplex communication and computation.
A. SDVN WITH USER VIRTUALIZATION
Offloading the computation tasks to the base station (BS) may cost quite a few energy for communication when the CSI is poor for users at the edge network. Moreover, energy has been concerned as a key parameter in 5G green networks. Computation offloading via virtualized users may reduce the energy consumption and improve the communication capability. That is cost-effective for offloading and motivates us to exploit the better communication architecture. FD communication achieves better spectrum efficiency than conventional half duplex communication, which enables transmission and receiving in the same band simultaneously [13] . Thus, we introduce the concept named user virtualization assisted by FD communication which enables users to amplify and forward (AF) transmission for computation task offloading. User virtualization provides the abstraction of the mobile devices which might attribute to different MVNOs.
As shown in Fig. 1 , in our SDNV-MEC framework, users attribute to different MVNOs are virtualized as complementary resources for InPs. Thus, mobile devices can access cellular network through either network infrastructures or the virtualized mobile devices. The control and management of both infrastructure and virtualized users are implemented by the SDN controller. Consider the mobility of users, the mobile management function should be supplemented for the SDN controller, that is not difficult by network function virtualization [20] . The SDNV-MEC framework with user 
B. FULL-DUPLEX COMMUNICATION MODEL
Consider the spatial locations of UEs directly effect the distribution of distance d i,j between node i and node j, we employ the combination of both large scale attenuation and small scale attenuation as our channel model. The standard power loss propagation model is used with a path loss exponent σ > 2. As far as random channel effects such as fading and shadowing, we assume, unless otherwise noted, that the tagged base station and tagged user experience only Rayleigh fading with mean 1. Then the receiving signal at a typical node which is a distance d i,j from its base station or paired UE is given by
The spectrum efficiency of the FD relay link between UE to BS via the RSs is given by
where p ue and p rs denote the transmission power of user and RSs, respectively. h ue,rs represents the channel gain between UE and RS. h rs,bs represents the channel gain between RS and BS. h ue,bs represents the channel gain between UE and BS. N 0 denotes the power spectrum density (PSD) of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). η denotes the selfinterference factor of FD communication [36] .
The spectrum efficiency of the directly access link between UE and BS is given by
where p ue denotes the transmission power of UE. h ue,bs represents the channel gain between UE and the BS.
C. COMPUTATION MODEL
Assume the k M th user generate a computation task
to be assigned to the MEC server n, where L k M denotes the task input-data size of the kth user of the M th MVNO (in bits), τ k M denotes the completion deadline (in second), and c k M denotes the computing ability of the user k M required for accomplishing task, which can be quantized by the amount of CPU cycles per bit. Let f k M ,n denotes the computation capability of the BS n for the task from the k M th user, which is quantized by the total number of CPU cycles per second. Thus, execution latency for task
at the nth MEC server can be calculated accordingly to
Assume the time slot is t, then we have the total computation cycles of each slot at BS is f k M ,n t, which is denoted as the computation capability of the MEC server. The computation requirement of task k M quantized by the total number of CPU cycles is given by
Consider a MEC server that handle several computation tasks from UEs and the k M th task is allocated with ω k M CPU cycles with CPU-cycle frequency f k M ,n . The power consumption of CPU can be divided into several factors including the dynamic, short-circuit, and leakage power consumption, where the dynamic power consumption dominates the others [37] . The energy consumption of a CPU cycle is given by ξ f 2 , where ξ is a constant related to the hardware architecture [38] . Hence, the total energy consumed by CPU of the MEC server n is denoted by E n can be expressed as
where ω k M = L k M c k M denotes the total number of CPU cycles which was given in (5).
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the user association, radio resource allocation and computation offloading as a joint optimization problem.
A. CONSTRAINTS
Assume that each user has a computation task to be completed with a certain requirement of computation rate. Let binary a k M ,n denotes the user association indicator, ie., a k M ,n = 0 represents that the k M th user from the M th MVNO is associate with the nth potentially receiver and 0 otherwise. Practically, each user can be associated with only one receiver, thus
We employ x k M ,n indicates the allocated band from spectrum provider to user i via the nth potentially receiver, where
Due to the limitation of the spectrum provider, total allocated bandwidth to users is constrained as
The communication data rate for offloading the computation task A k M should be guaranteed no less than the data rate requirement.
The latency of computation task should be guaranteed less than the completion deadline τ k M , we have
Let y k M ,n denotes the computation resource of MEC server n allocated to the k M th task, where y k M ,n ∈ [0, 1]. VOLUME 6, 2018 Then, y k M ,n f k M ,n t denotes the total computation cycles allocated to task k M . By substituting y k M ,n f k M ,n t into (10), we have
where
This constraints the computation rate is no less than task requirement. It should be noted that the computation ability at each BS is limited, the total request computation resources cannot exceed the total amount of the computation resource of the MEC server.
Each task A k M consists data size L k M which cause to memory occupation, but the memory at each MEC server is not infinity. Thus, the total memory occupation of all the tasks offloaded at the MEC server is strictly no more than the maximum memory size C bs .
In this paper, we set the maximization of the revenue of MVNOs as our goal. The utility for the potential transmission between users k M and BS (n ∈ N bs ) can be defined as
where term a k M ,n α n x k M ,n Br k M ,n denotes the income of MVNO from users to access the SDNV networks, α denotes the revenue per unit of the data rate. a k M ,n x k M ,n β n denotes the expense of MVNOs to pay for the usage of spectrum bandwidth, β is the price per unit of the consumed spectrum. a k M ,n φ n R k M ,n denotes the income of MVNOs from users to access the MEC servers for executing the offloaded computation tasks, φ is the price per unit of the computation rate. a k M ,n ψ n E k M ,n denotes the cost of MVNOs to pay for the usage of MEC servers, ψ is the cost per unit of the computation energy. The last term a k M ,n j L k M δ n represents the fee from MVNOs on caching the computation tasks, δ is cost per unit of the storage occupation. The utility for the potential transmission between users k M and RSs or virtualized UE (n ∈ N vu ∪ N rs ) is
where the term a k M ,n ϕ n evaluating the expense of MVNO to pay for the usage of RS or virtualized UEs, where ϕ n denotes the unit fee for user virtualization.
C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We adopt the utility function proposed in (15) as the objective function of our optimization problem, and the problem is formulated as (16) where U k M ,n is the potential utility of user k M associating with receiver n. According to constraint C1, each user can be associated with only one receiver. Constraint C2 denotes that the total allocated bandwidth to all UEs associated with BS n is unable to exceed the total bandwidth of BS n. In C3, we guarantee the communication data rate requirement for each task. C4 indicates that the executing latency cannot exceed the task requirement. The computation and memory resources of each MEC server at BS n is guaranteed by C5 and C6, respectively.
D. PROBLEM REFORMULATION
Problem P1 is difficult to solve due to the following observations: Due to the fact that a k M ,n is a binary variable, the feasible set of problem P1 is non-convex. There exist product relationships between a k M ,n and linear function of x k M ,n , as well as y k M ,n . Thus the objective function of problem P1 is not a convex function.
The problem has a quite large size due to the characteristics of the SDNV network. If we assume that the average number of UEs of one MVNO is k, the number of variables in this problem could reach kN , and the complexity for a central algorithm to find a globally optimal solution will be O((kN ) x ) (x > 0, x = 1 implies a linear algorithm while x > 1 implies a polynomial time algorithm) even if we simply consider all the variables as binary variables. In addition, the number of MVNOs in the future SDNV network is increasing as time goes on, which results in an even more radically increasing complexity in our problem.
As is shown, problem P1 is a mixed integer and nonconvex optimization problem [39] , [40] , and such problems are usually considered as NP-hard problems [41] . Therefore, a transformation and simplification of the original problem is composed of the following two steps: 1) Binary variables relaxation: In order to transform the nonconvex feasible set of original problem into a convex set, we relax the binary association variable a k M ,n into a continuous variable such that 0 ≤ a k M ,n ≤ 1, which can be interpreted as the k M th user associating with multiple receivers in a time-division multiple access way [42] .
2) Substitution of the product terms: Due to the nonconvex objective function, the problem is still intractable even though we relax the binary variable. Then we will propose a proposition of equivalent problem of P1 to solve it.
Proposition 1: If we substitutex k M ,n = a k M ,n x k M ,n , and y k M ,n = a k M ,n y k M ,n into the original problem P1, there exists an equivalent formulation, which is given by (17) .
P2
: max
Where constraint C7 enforces that the association indicator is no less than the spectrum resource allocation indicator and computing resource indicator. Intuitively, if a k M ,n > 0, x k M ,n can be any nonnegative; if a k M ,n = 0,x k M ,n = 0 must hold. The relaxed problem P1 can be directly recovered through substituting the variablesx k M ,n = a k M ,n x k M ,n , and y k M ,n = a k M ,n y k M ,n into problem P2. Afterwards, the mapping between {a k M ,n , x k M ,n , y k M ,n } and {a k M ,n ,x k M ,n ,ỹ k M ,n } can be obtained as
Therefore, original problem P1 is transformed into a convex problem P2. A lot of mathematical tools on convex optimization can be used to solve this type of problems, e.g. interior point method and dual decomposition [38] . However, the size of our problem will greatly increase when the number of InPs and MVNOs grows in future 5G networks. Besides, the signaling overhead of local information (such as Channel Status Indicator (CSI)) acquirement could be extremely high when the size of problem is large. Thus, it is more efficient and practically to implement a distributed optimization algorithm executing on each BS, and this method significantly reduce the signaling overhead of the SDNV wireless network.
V. ADMM-BASED DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a distributed algorithm named alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [43] to solve the optimization problem. Due to the coupling relationship of global variables {a, x, y} and constraints C1, C3, and C4, P2 is inseparable to be executed on each BS. In order to apply the distributed algorithm, we first decouple the problem P2.
A. PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION
In order to decouple the coupling variables, we introduce local copies of {a k M ,n ,x k M ,n , andỹ k M ,n } for each BS n ∈ N bs , which can be locally determined at each BS. To lighten the notation, k is employed to denote each user instead of k M . Let {â n k,i }, {x n k,i }, and{ŷ n k,i } be the local copies of {a k,n }, {x k,n }, and{ỹ k,n }, respectively. Then, the feasible set of local variables for each BS n can be defined as
The local utility function of each BS n ∈ N bs is given by (17) . The object function is obviously convex with respect to ({â n k,i }, {x n k,i }, {ŷ n k,i }). Problem P2 can be equivalently rewritten as
It can be observed that, the objective function is separable across all BSs, but the consensus constraints are still coupled on BSs.
B. PROBLEM SOLVING VIA ADMM
After the decomposition of problem, we intend to derive a distributed consensus optimization via ADMM. Firstly, we formulate the augmented Lagrangian [43] for (22) which is given by L ρ ({â,x,ŷ}, {a,x,ỹ}, λ, µ, ν)
where ρ is named the penalty parameter,
}, and ν = {ν n k,i } are the associated dual variables. The convergence of the ADMM-based algorithm is effected by the penalty parameter ρ. A larger value of ρ will make the primal dual quick converge to zero, but it will also result in an increased dual residual [44] . Thus, a proper value of ρ is of enormous important to control the process of the ADMM algorithm. Compared to the standard Lagrangian, the performance of the distributed algorithm can be promoted by adding the quadratic penalty term. The solution of ADMM algorithm is equivalent to problem P3 due to the penalty term is generally zero for any feasible solution.
The process for solving the problem P3 with ADMM algorithm consists the following iterations: 1) Local variables update
where superscript [t] denotes the iteration index. After eliminating the constant term, the local variables can be updated by solving the follow problem at iteration t + 1;
It can be proved P4 is a convex problem as its objective function and feasible set are convex. The primal dual interiorpoint method is an efficient way to solve this problem. The details of primal dual interior-point method are omitted due to the limited space.
2) Global variables update In this step, global variables are updated according to
= arg min n∈N bs i∈N bs k∈K
Owning to the quadratic regularization term has been added to the augmented Lagrangian, the unconstraint problems (26)- (28) are strictly convex with respect to (a,x, andỹ). After setting the gradients to zero, we can have
While the dual variables are initialized as zeros, we have
k,i = 0, ∀k, i, at each iteration t [42] . Then, (29) is reduced to
We can observe that global variables are the average of all the updated local copies in (30) . This step of iteration is implemented by the SDN controller of the network. Without involving the dual variables, this step can significantly reduce the signaling overhead.
3) Lagrange multipliers update In the final step, the Lagrange multipliers is updated in this step by gathering the values from the two steps before. (33) where the augmented Lagrangian parameter ρ represents the step size for updating. The first step and the third step can be completely separable across BSs, when finding the optimal local variables and local dual variables. The second step for global update is implemented in the network manager for SDNV.
The rational stopping criterion from [42] is introduced as the stopping criterion for our algorithm. It has been demonstrated that the solution satisfies the second dual feasibility condition after the Lagrange multipliers updating. The second dual feasibility condition is obtained by getting gradients with respect to global variables. In fact, the first dual feasibility and primal feasibility actually do not hold. However, the first dual residual and primal residual are able to converge to zero, which indicates the first dual feasibility and the primal feasibility are achieved when t towards infinity.
In previously problem transforming, we have relaxed binary variables to continuous variables. After the ADMMbased optimization, we intend to recover the association indicator a from the optimal continuous variables to binary variables. This procedure is computing the marginal benefit for BS n on user k [45] . The binary association indicator can be recovered as
where Q k,n denotes the first partial derivation of U k,n with respect to a k,n . The convergence of ADMM algorithm has been proved in [43] . The computational complexity of the centralized algorithm with dual interior point method is O (((N + 1)k) i ) . For the proposed ADMM-based distributed resource allocation algorithm, BSs only need to deal the local optimization problem. Then, the computation complexity during local optimization at each BS is O(k i ), which is a polynomial time algorithm when i > 1, otherwise, a linear algorithm when i = 1. After local copy updating, SDN controller need to gather all the results from each BS. Then, update global variables and dual variables during each iteration, the complexity of this step is O((N + 1)k) for both global variables and dual variables. Assuming P stands for the number of iterations needed for the algorithm convergence, we summarize the overall time complexity of the proposed distributed algorithm as P(O((N + 1)k i + 2(N + 1)k)). It will be shown in simulation, the number of iterations for algorithm convergence is not large. The time complexity of the proposed distributed algorithm is significantly smaller rather than the centralized algorithm.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We implement a SDNV cellular network in a field of size 1000m × 1000m, where there are three InPs, each consists a BS with a MEC server implemented. The computing and storage capability of MEC server is limited which is practical. The location of BS is fixed, and several users around follow the random uniform distributions. Among these users, we assume there are a few users support user virtualization for computation offloading. We adopt certain models for the wireless channels in the proposed SDNV cellular network [46] . The fading channels are assumed exhibit Rayleigh fading, the channel coefficients are distributed as CN (0, 1/(1 + d) γ ) with a path loss exponent γ = 4, where d denotes the distance. The noise equals to the additive Gaussian noise. The proposed ADMM-based distributed resource allocation algorithm has been implemented at the SDN controller for all the users attributed to different MVNOs and InPs. In order to highlight our work, we assume that each UE has subscribed one content from content provider at the core network, and all the contents can be delivered to the cellular network.
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of the proposed distributed virtual resource allocation algorithm by simulation results and study the impact of the following parameters: 1) the number of users; 2) the number of virtualized users; 3) the average required data rate per task; 4) the average size of computation tasks; 5) the computation capability of MEC servers and 6) the self-interference cancellation factor. We employ the total utility of the MVNOs to measure the performance of the proposed algorithm. Meanwhile, for performance comparison, the other two algorithms are also evaluated. These algorithms are listed as follows:
1) the centralized algorithm with user virtualization, in which the global CSI from all users is collected and the resource allocation executes in a centralized manner;
2) the centralized algorithm without user virtualization, in which computation tasks are only allowed to directly offloaded to the BS. Our simulation is implemented on the MATLAB, and the Monte Carlo simulation is used for evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm. The locations of users are changed in each simulation loop by the Monte Carlo simulation. After a number of loops, the average value is obtained to lessen the randomness effects. Simulation parameters of our work are given in Table 1 . 2 represents the impact of the number of users on the performance of different algorithms. In this scenario, users are attributed to 4MVNOs, and there are 3 InPs. The average data rate requirement is 1Mb/s, and the SIC factor of FD transmission is 10 −11 . As shown in Fig. 2 , the total utility obtained by three algorithms increase with the growth of the number of users. This is because that a network incorporating more receivers will introduce multiuser diversity gain. Note that in the conventional cellular network without user virtualization, the users are only available to offload the computation tasks directly to the BS. Thus, centralized algorithm without user virtualization will result in the least utility compared with the other two algorithms. The proposed algorithm achieves almost same utility compared to the optimal centralized algorithm, the dual residual cause to the gap between these two algorithms. However, the distributed algorithm can significantly reduce the computational complexity and signaling overhead without gathering the global CSI. In order to evaluate the performance gain from the proposed user virtualization, we compared the system utility under different setting of the virtualized user numbers in Fig. 3 . In following simulations, we set the same basic scenario with Fig. 2 , that there are 4MVNOs and 3 InPs. The total number of users is 30. The average data rate requirement is 1Mbps, and the SIC factor of FD transmission is 10 −11 . As shown in Fig. 3 , the total utility obtained by centralized algorithm and the proposed distributed algorithm increase with the growth of the number of virtualized users. This is because that more virtualized users lead to better association choices for offloading, thus the communication cost is reduced. The conventional cellular network without user virtualization archives lower utility than other two algorithms due to the users are only available to offload the computation tasks directly to the BS.
In Fig. 4 , we compare the total utility of MVNOs at different average date rate requirements per tasks. The computation capability of each MEC server is 10GHz, the average size of compuation task is 1Mb, and the SIC factor of FD transmission is 10 −11 . The total utility obtained by two algorithms declines when the average required data rate increases. The reason for this trend is that larger average data requirement will cost more for communication resources. It should be noted that our proposed algorithm achieves better performance than conventional cellular network without user virtualization, because the communication capability of our framework is larger. In Fig. 5 , the behavior of two algorithms at different average size of computation task is investigated, where the users number is 30, and computation capability of each MEC server is 10GHz. The SIC factor of FD transmission is 10 −11 . The total utility obtained by two algorithms declines when the average size of computation task increases. That is because computation tasks occupy the memory of MEC servers which cause to more caching fee for MVNOs, besides, some users are incapable of accessing the cost-optimal MEC servers. In Fig. 5 , the proposed SDNV framework performs better than the network without user virtualization due to the larger revenue from communication. In Fig. 6 , we change the computation capability of each MEC server to study the total utility of MVNOs respect to an increasing computation capability, where the total users is 40. The average data rate requirements is 1Mbps, and the average size of compuation tasks is 1Mb. The SIC factor of FD transmission is 10 −11 . The total utility obtained by different framework increases when the computation capability rising from 10GHz to 20GHz. Our proposed algorithm achieves better performance than conventional cellular network due to the communication capability of our framework is higher. . 7 shows the impact of the SIC factor on the performance of different algorithms. In this scenario, the user number is set to 40, and the computation capability of each MEC server is 10GHz. The average size of data rate requirement is set 1Mbps. The average size of compuation tasks is 1Mb, and the SIC factor of FD transmission is 10 −11 . In Fig. 7 , it can be observed that the total utility decrease when the SIC factor of FD transmission increases. This is because the incremental of SIC factor has weakened the cancellation of the self-interference, more self-interference will impact the communication link.
We study the convergence behavior of the the proposed distributed resource allocation algorithm in Fig. 8 . the computation capability of each MEC server is 10GHz,and the average size of data rate requirement is set 1Mbps. The average size of compuation task is 1Mb, and the SIC factor of FD transmission is 10 −11 . We initialize the start point with zero. It can be observed that our algorithm converges almost the same value as the centralized algorithm, which gather the global CSI with a huge amount signaling overhead. Furthermore, our proposed distributed algorithm performs better compared to the centralized algorithm without user virtualization.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel MEC framework with user virtualization scheme in SDNV cellular network. The user virtualization scheme assisted by FD communication was introduced which could extend the virtual resource of virtualized networks without extra memory occupation and additional delay augment. We formulated the virtual resource allocation for MEC as a joint optimization problem. An ADMM-based distributed resource allocation algorithm was proposed which can significantly reduce the computational complexity and signaling overhead. Simulation results indicated that the total utility of MVNOs was significantly improved which benefited from the user virtualization, and the proposed distributed algorithm achieved almost same results compared to the centralized algorithm. He has authored or co-authored over 150 research papers in recent years. His research focuses on resource, spectrum, energy, routing, and networking in Internet of things, vehicular networks, broadband wireless access networks, smart grid, and the next generation mobile networks. Prof. Leng serves as an Organizing Committee Chair and a TPC Member for many international conferences, as well as a reviewer for over ten international research journals.
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